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Monitor Koorui 27N1 27" 1920x1080px 75Hz
The Koorui 27N1 monitor is a combination of elegance, functionality and technology that work together to provide the user not only with
a high-quality image, but also with a sense of comfort during prolonged work or entertainment. Wide viewing angles, FHD 1920x1080px
resolution, rich colors and softness to the eyes - all this is what Koorui 27N1 offers!
 
Perfection in every detail
The use of IPS panel technology ensures vivid colors and deep contrast. As a result, every image on your screen will be clear, full of detail
and sharp, regardless of the angle from which you look at it - all thanks to the wide (178°) viewing angle.
 
Smoothness and clarity of the image
A 75 Hz refresh rate ensures that every movement on the screen is smooth and seamless, whether you're browsing the web or watching
a movie. Forget about stuttering scenes and get caught up in the flow of events during movie screenings.
 
Stunning color palette
With 99% SRGB color gamut coverage, the Koorui 27N1 presents images in the full color spectrum. With 16.7 million colors, every shade
is faithfully rendered. If you value high image quality, you will appreciate how vivid the colors look on this screen.
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Aesthetics meets functionality
Great  image  quality  isn't  everything  -  comfort  matters  too!  Tilt  adjustment  and  VESA  support  make  it  possible  for  you  to  adjust  the
monitor to your needs, which guarantees freedom and comfort while working or entertaining.
 
Taking care of your eyes
The Koorui 27N1 is equipped with a practical Eye Care function that takes care of your eyes' comfort during prolonged computer use.
This technology reduces the impact of blue light, preventing eye fatigue and irritation.
 
	Manufacturer.
	Koorui
	Model
	27N1
	Screen size
	27"
	Panel type
	IPS
	Resolution
	FHD 1920x1080px
	Refresh rate
	75 Hz
	Viewing angle
	178°
	Color
	Black
	Stand adjustment
	Tilt (up and down)
	Mounting hole pattern
	VESA 75 x 75 mm
	VESA screw
	M4 x 8 mm
	Interface
	HDMI 1.4, DP 1.2, Audio
	Color gamut
	99% SRGB
	Color range
	16.7 million
	Response time
	5ms (OD)
	Display ratio
	16:9

Preço:

€ 162.00
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Acessórios para computadores, Displays
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